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A bound on the apaity of bako� andaknowledgement-based protools�Leslie Ann Goldberg Mark Jerrum Sampath KannanMike PatersonJanuary 7, 2000
AbstratWe study ontention-resolution protools for multiple-aess hannels. We showthat every bako� protool is transient if the arrival rate, �, is at least 0:42 and thatthe apaity of every bako� protool is at most 0:42. Thus, we show that bako�protools have (provably) smaller apaity than full-sensing protools. Finally, weshow that the orresponding results, with the larger arrival bound of 0:531, also holdfor every aknowledgement-based protool.1 IntrodutionAmultiple-aess hannel is a broadast hannel that allows multiple users to ommuniatewith eah other by sending messages onto the hannel. If two or more users simultaneouslysend messages, then the messages interfere with eah other (ollide), and the messages arenot transmitted suessfully. The hannel is not entrally ontrolled. Instead, the usersuse a ontention-resolution protool to resolve ollisions. Thus, after a ollision, eahuser involved in the ollision waits a random amount of time (whih is determined by theprotool) before re-sending.Following previous work on multiple-aess hannels, we work in a time-slotted modelin whih time is partitioned into disrete time steps. At the beginning of eah time step,a random number of messages enter the system, eah of whih is assoiated with a newuser whih has no other messages to send. The number of messages that enter the systemis drawn from a Poisson distribution with mean �. During eah time step, eah message�Researh Report 365, Department of Computer Siene, University of Warwik, Coventry CV4 7AL,UK. This work was partially supported by EPSRC grant GR/L60982, NSF Grant CCR9820885, andESPRIT Projets ALCOM-FT and RAND-APX. . 1



hooses independently whether to send to the hannel. If exatly one message sends to thehannel, then this message leaves the system. Otherwise, all of the messages remain in thesystem and the next time step is started.The suess of a protool an be measured in several ways. Typially, one models theexeution of the protool as a Markov hain. If the protool is good (for a given arrivalrate �), the orresponding Markov hain will be reurrent (with probability 1, it willeventually return to the empty state in whih no messages are waiting.) Otherwise, thehain is said to be transient (and we also say that a protool is transient). Note thattransiene is a very strong form of instability. Informally, if a protool is transient thenwith probability 1 it is in \small" states (states with few baklogged messages) for only a�nite number of steps.Another way to measure the suess of a protool is to measure its apaity. A protoolis said to ahieve throughput � if, when it is run with input rate �, the average suess rateis �. The apaity of the protool [4℄ is the maximum throughput that it ahieves.The protools that we onsider in this paper are aknowledgement-based protools. Inthe aknowledgement-based model, the only information that a user reeives about thestate of the system is the history of its own transmissions. An alternative model is thefull-sensing model, in whih every user listens to the hannel at every step.1One partiularly simple and easy-to-implement lass of aknowledgement-based proto-ols is the lass of bako� protools. A bako� protool is a sequene of probabilitiesp1; p2; : : :. If a message has sent unsuessfully i times before a time-step, then withprobability pi, it sends during the time-step. Otherwise, it does not send. Kelly andMaPhee [12, 13, 16℄ gave a formula for the ritial arrival rate, �� , of a bako� protool,whih is the minimum arrival rate for whih the expeted number of suessful transmis-sions that the protool makes is �nite.2Perhaps the best-known bako� protool is the binary exponential bako� protool inwhih pi = 2�i. This protool is the basis of the Ethernet protool of Metalfe andBoggs [17℄.3 Kelly and MaPhee showed that the ritial arrival rate of this protool is ln 2.Thus, if � > ln 2, then binary exponential bako� ahieves only a �nite number of suessfultransmissions (in expetation). Aldous [1℄ showed that the binary exponential bako�protool is not a good protool for any positive arrival rate �. In partiular, it is transientand the expeted number of suessful transmissions in t steps is o(t). MaPhee [16℄ posedthe question of whether there exists a bako� protool whih is reurrent for some positive1In pratie, it is possible to implement the full-sensing model when there is a single hannel, butthis beomes inreasingly diÆult in situations where there are multiple shared hannels, suh as optialnetworks. Thus, aknowledgement-based protools are sometimes preferable to full-sensing protools. Forwork on ontention-resolution in the multiple-hannel setting, see [6℄.2If � > ��, then the expeted number of suesses is �nite, even if the protool runs forever. Theyshowed that the ritial arrival rate is 0 if the expeted number of times that a message sends during the�rst t steps is !(log t).3There are several di�erene between the \real-life" Ethernet protool and \pure" binary exponentialbako�, but we do not desribe these here. 2



arrival rate �.In this paper, we show that there is no bako� protool whih is reurrent for � � 0:42.(Thus, every bako� protool is transient if � � 0:42.) Also, every bako� protool hasapaity at most 0:42. As far as we know, our result is the �rst proof showing that bako�protools have smaller apaity than full-sensing protools. In partiular, Mosely andHumblet [19℄ have disovered a full-sensing protool with apaity 0:48776.4 Finally, weshow that no aknowledgement-based protool is reurrent for � � 0:530045.1.1 Related workBako� protools and aknowledgement-based protools have also been studied in an n-usermodel, whih ombines ontention-resolution with queueing. In this model, it is assumedthat n users maintain queues of messages, and that new messages arrive at the tails ofthe queues. At eah step, the users use ontention-resolution protools to try to send themessages at the heads of their queues. It turns out that the queues have a stabilising e�et,so some protools (suh as \polynomial bako�") whih are unstable in our model [13℄ arestable in the queueing model [11℄. We will not desribe queueing-model results here, butthe reader is referred to [2, 8, 11, 21℄.Muh work has gone into determining upper bounds on the apaity that an be ahievedby a full-sensing protool. The urrent best result is due to Tsybakov and Likhanov [23℄who have shown that no protool an ahieve apaity higher than 0:568. (For moreinformation, see [4, 9, 18, 22℄.) In the full-sensing model, one typially assumes thatmessages are born at real \times" whih are hosen uniformly from the unit interval.Reently, Loher [14, 15℄ has shown that if a protool is required to respet these birthtimes, in the sense that pakets must be suessfully delivered in their birth order, then noprotool an ahieve apaity higher than 0:4906. Intuitively, the \�rst-ome-�rst-served"restrition seems very strong, so it is somewhat surprising that the best known algorithmwithout the restrition (that of Vvedenskaya and Pinsker) does not beat this upper bound.The algorithm of Humblet and Mosely satis�es the �rst-ome-�rst-served restrition.1.2 ImprovementsWe hoose � = 0:42 in order to make the proof of Lemma 10 (see the Appendix) as simpleas possible. The lemma seems to be true for � down to about 0:41 and presumably theparameters A and B ould be tweaked to get � slightly smaller.4Mosely and Humblet's protool is a \tree protool" in the sense of Capetanakis [3℄ and Tsybakov andMikhailov [24℄ For a simple analysis of the protool, see [25℄. Vvedenskaya and Pinsker have shown how tomodify Mosely and Humblet's protool to ahieve an improvement in the apaity (in the seventh deimalplae) [26℄.
3



2 Markov Chain BakgroundAn irreduible aperiodi Markov hain X = fX0; X1; : : :g (see [10℄) is reurrent if it returnsto its start state with probability 1. That is, it is reurrent if for some state i (and therefore,for all i), Prob[Xt = i for some t � 1 j X0 = i℄ = 1. Otherwise, X is said to be transient.X is positive reurrent (or ergodi) if the expeted number of steps that it takes beforereturning to its start state is �nite. We use the following theorems whih we take from [5℄.Theorem 1 (Fayolle, Malyshev, Menshikov) An irreduible aperiodi time-homogeneousMarkov hain X with state spae 
 is not positive reurrent if there is a funtion f withdomain 
 and there are onstants C and d suh that1. there is a state x with f(x) > C, and a state x with f(x) � C, and2. E[f(X1)� f(X0) j X0 = x℄ � 0 for all x with f(x) > C, and3. E[ jf(X1)� f(X0)j j X0 = x℄ � d for every state x.Theorem 2 (Fayolle, Malyshev, Menshikov) An irreduible aperiodi time-homogeneousMarkov hain X with state spae 
 is transient if there is a positive funtion f withdomain 
 and there are positive onstants C, d and " suh that1. there is a state x with f(x) > C, and a state x with f(x) � C, and2. E[f(X1)� f(X0) j X0 = x℄ � " for all x with f(x) > C, and3. If jf(x)� f(y)j > d then the probability of moving from x to y in a single move is 0.3 Stohasti Domination and MonotoniitySuppose that X is a Markov hain and that the (ountable) state spae 
 of the hain isa partial order with binary relation �. If A and B are random variables taking states asvalues, then B dominates A (written A � B) if and only if there is a joint sample spaefor A and B in whih A � B. We say that X is monotoni if for any states x � x0, thenext state onditioned on starting at x0 dominates the next state onditioned on startingat x. (Formally, (X1 j X0 = x0) dominates (X1 j X0 = x).)When an aknowledgement-based protool is viewed as a Markov hain, the state is justthe olletion of messages in the system. (Eah message is identi�ed by the history of itstransmissions.) The state spae forms a partial order with respet to the subset inlusionrelation � (for multisets). We say that a protool is deletion resilient [7℄ if its Markovhain is monotoni with respet to the subset-inlusion partial order.4



Observation 3 Every aknowledgement-based protool is deletion resilient.As we indiated earlier, we will generally assume that the number of messages enteringthe system at a given step is drawn from a Poisson proess with mean �. However, itwill sometimes be useful to onsider other message-arrival distributions. If I and I 0 aremessage-arrival distributions, we write I � I 0 to indiate that the number of messagesgenerated under I is dominated by the number of messages generated under I 0.Observation 4 If aknowledgement-based protool P is reurrent under message-arrivaldistribution I 0 and I � I 0 then P is also reurrent under I.Proof: Let X be the Markov hain orresponding to protool P with arrival distribu-tion I with X0 as the empty state. Let X 0 be the analogous Markov hain with arrivaldistribution I 0. We an now show by indution on t that X 0t dominates Xt. 24 Bako� protoolsIn this setion, we will show that there is no bako� protool whih is reurrent for � � 0:42.Our method will be to use the \drift theorems" in Setion 2. Let p1; p2; : : : be a bako�protool. Let � = 0:42. Let X be the Markov hain whih desribes the behaviour ofthe protool with arrival rate �. First, we will onstrut a potential funtion (Lyapounovfuntion) f whih satis�es the onditions of Theorem 1, that is, a potential funtion whihhas a bounded positive drift. We will use Theorem 1 to onlude that the hain is notpositive reurrent. Next, we will onsider the behaviour of the protool under a trunatedarrival distribution and we will use Theorem 2 to show that the protool is transient.Using Observation 4 (domination), we will onlude that the protool is also transientwith Poisson arrivals at rate � or higher. Finally, we will show that the apaity of everybako� protool is at most 0:42.We will use the following tehnial lemma.Lemma 5 Let 1 � ti � d for i 2 [1; k℄ and Qki=1 ti = . Then Pki=1(ti � 1) � (d� 1) log log d .Proof: Let S = Pki=1 ti. S an be viewed as a funtion of k � 1 of the ti's, for exampleS = Pk�1i=1 ti + =Qk�1i=1 ti. For i 2 f1; : : : ; k � 1g, the derivative of S with respet to ti is1� =(tiQk�1j=1 tj). Thus, the derivative is positive if ti > tk. Thus, S is maximised (subjetto ) by setting some ti's to 1, some ti's to d and at most one ti to some intermediatevalue t 2 [1; d). Given this, the maximum value of Pki=1(ti � 1) is s(d� 1) + t� 1, where = dst and s = b(log )=(log d). Let � be the frational part of (log )=(log d), that is,5



� = (log )=(log d)� s. We want to show that s(d�1)+ t�1 � (d�1)(log )=(log d). Thisis true, sine(d� 1) log log d � s(d� 1)� (t� 1) = �(d� 1)� =ds + 1= �(d� 1)� d� + 1� �(d� 1)� (1 + �(d� 1)) + 1= 0: 2We now de�ne some parameters of a state x. Let k(x) denote the number of messages instate x. If k(x) = 0, then p(x) = r(x) = u(x) = 0. Otherwise, let m1; : : : ; mk(x) denote themessages in state x, with send probabilities �1 � � � � � �k(x). Let p(x) = �1 and let r(x)denote the probability that at least one of m2; : : : ; mk(x) sends on the next step. Let u(x)denote the probability that exatly one of m2; : : : ; mk(x) sends on the next step. Clearlyu(x) � r(x). If p(x) < r(x) then we use the following (tighter) upper bound for u(x).Lemma 6 If p(x) < r(x) then u(x) � r(x)�r(x)2=21�p(x)=2 .Proof: Fix a state x. We will use k; p; r; : : : to denote k(x); p(x); r(x); : : :. Sine p < r,we have k � 2. u = kXi=2 �i1� �i kYi=2(1� �i) = kXi=2(ti � 1)(1� r);where ti = 1=(1� �i). Let d = 1=(1� p), and note that 1 � ti � d. By Lemma 5u � (1� r)(d� 1)log(Qki=2 ti)log d = (1� r) p1� p log(1=(1� r))log d = (1� r) p1� p (� log(1� r))(� log(1� p)) :Now we wish to show that(1� r) p1� p (� log(1� r))(� log(1� p)) � r � r2=21� p=2 ;i.e., that (1� r)(� log(1� r))r � r2=2 � (1� p)(� log(1� p))p� p2=2 :This is true, sine the funtion (1� r) (� log(1�r))r�r2=2 is dereasing in r. To see this, note thatthe derivative of this funtion with respet to r is y(r)=(r� r2=2)2, wherey(r) = (1�r+r2=2) log(1�r)+(r�r2=2) � (1�r+r2=2)(�r�r2=2)+(r�r2=2) = �r4=4:26



Let S(x) denote the probability that there is a suess when the system is run for onestep starting in state x. Letg(r; p) = e��[(1� r)p+ (1� p)minfr; r � r2=21� p=2 g+ (1� p)(1� r)�℄:We now have the following orollary of Lemma 6.Corollary 7 For any state x, S(x) � g(r(x); p(x)).Let s(x) denote the probability that at least one message in state x sends on the nextstep. (Thus, if x is the empty state, then s(x) = 0.) Let A = 0:9 and B = 0:41. For everyprobability �, let (�) = max(0;�A� + B). For every state x, let f(x) = k(x) + (s(x)).The funtion f is the potential funtion alluded to earlier, whih plays a leading role inTheorems 1 and 2. To a �rst approximation, f(x) ounts the number of messages in thestate x, but the small orretion term is ruial. Finally, leth(r; p) = �� g(r; p)� [1� e��(1� p)(1� r)(1 + �)℄(r + p� r p) + e��p(1� r)(r):Now we have the following.Observation 8 For any state x, E[ jf(X1)� f(X0)j j X0 = x℄ � 1 +B.Lemma 9 For any state x, E[f(X1)� f(X0) j X0 = x℄ � h(r(x); p(x)).Proof: The result follows from the following hain of inequalities, eah link of whih isjusti�ed below.E[f(X1)� f(X0) j X0 = x℄ = �� S(x) + E[(s(X1)) j X0 = x℄� (s(x))� �� g(r(x); p(x)) + E[(s(X1)) j X0 = x℄� (s(x))� �� g(r(x); p(x)) + e��(1� p(x))(1� r(x))(1 + �)(s(x))+ e��p(x)(1� r(x))(r(x))� (s(x))= h(r(x); p(x)):The �rst inequality follows from Corollary 7. The seond omes from substituting exatexpressions for (s(X1)) whenever the form ofX1 allows it, and using the bound (s(X1)) �0 elsewhere. If none of the existing messages send and there is at most one arrival, then(s(X1)) = (s(x)), giving the third term; if message m1 alone sends and there are no newarrivals then (s(X1)) = (r(x)), giving the fourth term. The �nal equality uses the fatthat s(x) = p(x) + r(x)� p(x)r(x). 2Lemma 10 For any r 2 [0; 1℄ and p 2 [0; 1℄, h(r; p) � 0:003.7
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Figure 1: �h(r; p) over the range r 2 [0; 1℄; p 2 [0; 1℄.Proof: We defer the proof of this lemma to the Appendix of the paper. Figure 1 ontainsa (Mathematia-produed) plot of �h(r; p) over the range r 2 [0; 1℄; p 2 [0; 1℄. The plotsuggests that �h(r; p) is bounded below zero.We note here that our proof of the lemma (in the Appendix) involves evaluating ertainpolynomials at 40; 000 points, and we did this using Mathematia. 2We now have the following theorem.Theorem 11 No bako� protool is positive reurrent when the arrival rate is � = 0:42.Proof: This follows from Theorem 1, Observation 8 and Lemmas 9 and 10. The value Cin Theorem 1 an be taken to be 1 and the value d an be taken to be 1 +B. 2Now we wish to show that every bako� protool is transient for � � 0:42. One again,�x a bako� protool p1; p2; : : : . Notie that our potential funtion f almost satis�esthe onditions in Theorem 2. The main problem is that there is no absolute bound onthe amount that f an hange in a single step, beause the arrivals are drawn from aPoisson distribution. We get around this problem by �rst onsidering a trunated-Poissondistribution, TM;�, in whih the probability of r inputs is e���r=r! (as for the Poissondistribution) when r < M , but r = M for the remaining probability. By hoosing MsuÆiently large we an have E[TM;�℄ arbitrarily lose to �.Lemma 12 Every bako� protool is transient for the input distribution TM;� when � =0:42 and �0 = E[TM;�℄ > �� 0:001. 8



Proof: The proof is almost idential to that of Theorem 11, exept that the �rst term, �,in the de�nition of h(r; p) (for Lemmas 9 and 10) must be replaed by �0. The orrespondingfuntion h0 satis�es h0(r; p) � h(r; p)� 0:001. Thus Lemma 10 shows that h0(r; p) � 0:002for all r 2 [0; 1℄ and p 2 [0; 1℄.The potential funtion f(x) is de�ned as before, but under the trunated input distri-bution we have the property required for Theorem 2. If jf(x) � f(y)j > M + B then theprobability of moving from x to y in a single move is 0.The lemma follows from Theorem 2, where the values of C, ", and d an be taken tobe 1, 0:002, and M +B, respetively. 2We now have the following theorem.Theorem 13 Every bako� protool is transient under the Poisson distribution with ar-rival rate � � 0:42.Proof: The proof is immediate from Lemma 12 and Observation 4. 2Finally, we bound the apaity of every bako� protool.Theorem 14 The apaity of every bako� protool is at most 0:42.Proof: Let p1; p2; : : : be a bako� protool, let �00 � 0:42 be the arrival rate and let � =0:42. View the arrivals at eah step as Poisson(�) \ordinary" messages and Poisson(�00��)\ghost" messages. We will show that the protool does not ahieve throughput �00. LetY0; Y1; : : : be the Markov hain desribing the protool. Let k(Yt) be the number of ordinarymessages in the system after t steps. Clearly, the expeted number of suesses in the �rstt steps is at most �00t � E[k(Yt)℄. Now let X1; X2; : : : be the Markov hain desribingthe evolution of the bako� protool with arrival rate � (with no ghost messages). Bydeletion resiliene (Observation 3), E[k(Yt)℄ � E[k(Xt)℄. Now by Lemmas 9 and 10,E[k(Xt)℄ � E[f(Xt)℄ � B � 0:003 t � B. Thus, the expeted number of suesses inthe �rst t steps is at most (�00 � 0:003)t + B, whih is less than �00t if t is suÆientlylarge. (If X0 is the empty state, then we do not require t to be suÆiently large, beauseE[f(Xt)℄ � 0:003t+B.) 25 Aknowledgement-based protoolsWe will prove that every aknowledgement-based protool is transient for all � > 0:531;see Theorem 20 for a preise statement of this laim.An aknowledgement-based protool an be viewed a system whih, at every step t,deides what subset of the old messages to send. The deision is a probabilisti one9



dependent on the histories of the messages held. As a tehnial devie for proving ourbounds, we introdue the notion of a \genie", whih (in general) has more freedom inmaking these deisions than a protool.Sine we only onsider aknowledgement-based protools, the behaviour of eah newmessage is independent of the other messages and of the state of the system until afterits �rst send. This is why we ignore new messages until their �rst send { for Poissonarrivals this is equivalent to the onvention that eah message sends at its arrival time. Asa onsequene, we impose the limitation on a genie, that eah deision is independent ofthe number of arrivals at that step.A genie is a random variable over the natural numbers, dependent on the ompletehistory (of arrivals and sends of messages) up to time t� 1, whih gives a natural numberrepresenting the number of (old) messages to send at time t. It is lear that for everyaknowledgement-based protool there is a orresponding genie. However there are genieswhih do not behave like any protool, e.g., a genie may give a umulative total numberof \sends" up to time t whih exeeds the atual number of arrivals up to that time.We prove a preliminary result for suh \unonstrained" genies, but then we impose someonstraints reeting properties of a given protool in order to prove our �nal results.Let I(t); G(t) be the number of arrivals and the genie's send value, respetively, at stept. It is onvenient to introdue some indiator variables to express various outomes atthe step under onsideration. We use i0; i1 for the events of no new arrival, or exatly onearrival, respetively, and g0; g1 for the events of no send and exatly one send from the genie.The indiator random variable S(t) for a suess at time t is given by S(t) = i0g1 + i1g0.Let In(t) = Pj�t I(j) and Out(t) = Pj�t S(j). De�ne Baklog(t) = In(t) � Out(t). Let� = �0 � 0:567 be the (unique) root of � = e��.Lemma 15 For any genie and input rate � > �0, there exists " > 0 suh thatProb[Baklog(t) > "t for all t � T ℄! 1 as T !1:Proof: Let 3" = ��e�� > 0. At any step t, S(t) is a Bernoulli variable with expetation0; e��; �e��, aording as G(t) > 1; G(t) = 1; G(t) = 0, respetively, whih is dominatedby the Bernoulli variable with expetation e��. Therefore E[Out(t)℄ � e��t, and also,Prob[Out(t) � e��t < "t for all t � T ℄ ! 1 as T ! 1. (To see this note that, by aCherno� bound, Prob[Out(t)� e��t � "t℄ � e�Æt for a positive onstant Æ. Thus,Prob[9t � T suh that Out(t)� e��t � "t℄ � Xt�T e�Æt;whih goes to 0 as T goes to 1.)We also have E[In(t)℄ = �t and Prob[�t� In(t) � "t for all t � T ℄! 1 as T !1, sineIn(t) = Poisson(�t). 10



SineBaklog(t) = In(t)�Out(t) = (�� e��)t+ (In(t)� �t) + (e��t� Out(t))= "t+ ("t+ In(t)� �t) + ("t+ e��t� Out(t));the result follows. 2Corollary 16 No aknowledgement-based protool is reurrent for � > �0 or has apaitygreater than �0.To strengthen the above result we introdue a restrited lass of genies. We think of themessages whih have failed exatly one as being ontained in the buket. (More generally,we ould onsider an array of bukets, where the jth buket ontains those messages whihhave failed exatly j times.) A 1-buket genie, here alled simply a buket genie, is a geniewhih simulates a given protool for the messages in the buket and is required to hoosea send value whih is at least as great as the number of sends from the buket. For suhonstrained genies, we an improve the bound of Corollary 16.For the range of arrival rates we onsider, an exellent strategy for a genie is to ensurethat at least one message is sent at eah step. Of ourse a buket genie has to respet thebuket messages and is obliged sometimes to send more than one message (inevitably fail-ing). An eager genie always sends at least one message, but otherwise sends the minimumnumber onsistent with its onstraints.An eager buket genie is easy to analyse, sine every arrival is bloked by the genieand enters the buket. For any aknowledgement-based protool, let Eager denote theorresponding eager buket genie.Let � = �1 � 0:531 be the (unique) root of � = (1 + �)e�2�.Lemma 17 For any eager buket genie and input rate � > �1, there exists " > 0 suh thatProb[Baklog(t) > "t for all t � T ℄! 1 as T !1:Proof: Let ri be the probability that a message in the buket sends for the �rst time(and hene exits from the buket) i steps after its arrival. Assume P1i=1 ri = 1, otherwisethere is a positive probability that the message never exits from the buket, and the resultfollows trivially.The generating funtion for the Poisson distribution with rate � is e�(z�1) (i.e., theoeÆient of zk in this funtion gives the probability of exatly k arrivals; see, e.g., [10℄).Consider the sends from the buket at step t. Sine Eager always bloks arriving messages,the generating funtion for messages entering the buket i time steps in the past, 1 � i � t,11



is e�(z�1). Some of these messages may send at step t; the generating funtion for thenumber of sends is e�[(1�ri)+riz�1℄ = e�ri(z�1). Finally, the generating funtion for all sendsfrom the buket at step t is the onvolution of all these funtions, i.e.,tYi=1 exp(�ri(z � 1)) = exp "�(z � 1) tXi=1 ri#:For any Æ > 0, we an hoose t suÆiently large so that Pti=1 ri > 1 � Æ. The numberof sends from the buket at step t is distributed as Poisson(�0), where (1� Æ)� < �0 � �.The number of new arrivals sending at step t is independently Poisson(�). The onlysituation in whih a message sueeds under Eager is when there are no new arrivals andthe number of sends from the buket is zero or one. Thus the suess probability at step tis e��e��0(1 + �0). For suÆiently small Æ, we have �1 < �0 � �, and so e��0(1 + �0) <e��1(1 + �1) = e�1�1 < e��. Hene e��e��0(1 + �0) � �� 3� for � suÆiently small. Thusthe suess event is dominated by a Bernoulli variable with expetation �� 3�. Hene, asin the previous lemma,Prob[Baklog(t) > "t for all t � T ℄! 1 as T !1;ompleting the proof. 2Let Any be an arbitrary buket genie and let Eager be the eager buket genie based onthe same buket parameters. We may ouple the exeutions of Eager and Any so that thesame arrival sequenes are presented to eah. It will be lear that at any stage the set ofmessages in Any's buket is a subset of those in Eager's buket. We may further ouplethe behaviour of the ommon subset of messages.Let � = �2 � 0:659 be the (unique) root of � = 1� �e��.Lemma 18 For the oupled genies Any and Eager de�ned above, if OutA and OutE arethe orresponding output funtions, we de�ne �Out(t) = OutE(t) � OutA(t). For any� � �2 and any " > 0,Prob[�Out(t) � �"t for all t � T ℄! 1 as T !1:Proof: Let 0; 1; � be indiators for the events of the number of ommon messagessending being 0, 1, or more than one, respetively. In addition, for the messages whihare only in Eager's buket, we use the similar indiators e0; e1; e�. Let a0; a1 represent Anynot sending, or sending, additional messages respetively. (Note that Eager's behaviour isfully determined.)We write Z(t) for �Out(t) � �Out(t � 1), for t > 0, so Z represents the di�erene insuess between Eager and Any in one step. In terms of the indiators we have12



Z(t) = SE(t)� SA(t)= i0gE1(t) + i1gE0(t)� i0gA1(t)� i1gA0(t);where SE(t) is the indiator random variable for a suess of Eager at time t and gE1(t)is the event that Eager sends exatly one message during step t (and so on) as in theparagraph before Lemma 15. Thus,Z(t) � i00(a0(e0 + e1)� a1e�)� i01(e1 + e�)� i10a0:Note that if the number of arrivals plus the number of ommon buket sends is morethan 1 then neither genie an sueed. We also need to keep trak of the number, �B, ofextra messages in Eager's buket. At any step, at most one new suh extra message anarrive; the indiator for this event is i10a0, i.e., there is a single arrival and no sends fromthe ommon buket, so if Any does not send then this message sueeds but Eager's sendwill ause a failure. The number of \extra" messages leaving Eager's buket at any step isunbounded, given by a random variable we ould show as e = 1 � e1+2 � e2+ � � � . Howevere dominates e1 + e� and it is suÆient to use the latter. The hange at one step in thenumber of extra messages satis�es:�B(t)��B(t� 1) = i10a0 � e � i10a0 � (e1 + e�):Next we de�ne Y (t) = Z(t)��(�B(t)��B(t� 1)), for some positive onstant � to behosen below. Note that X(t) = Ptj=1 Y (j) = �Out(t)� ��B(t). We also de�neY 0(t) = i00(a0(e0 + e1)� a1e�)� i01(e1 + e�)� i10a0 � �(i10a0 � (e1 + e�))and X 0(t) = Ptj=1 Y 0(j). Note that Y (t) � Y 0(t).We an identify �ve (exhaustive) ases A,B,C,D,E depending on the values of the 's,a's and e's, suh that in eah ase Y 0(t) dominates a given random variable depending onlyon I(t).A. �: Y 0(t) � 0;B. (1 + 0a1)(e1 + e�): Y 0(t) � �� i0;C. (1 + 0a1)e0: Y 0(t) � 0;D. 0a0(e0 + e1): Y 0(t) � i0 � (1 + �)i1;E. 0a0e�: Y 0(t) � �� (1 + �)i1.For example, the orret interpretation of Case B is \onditioned on (1+0a1)(e1+e�) =1, the value of Y 0(t) is at least � � i0." Sine E[i0℄ = e�� and E[i1℄ = �e��, we haveE[Y 0(t)℄ � 0 in eah ase, provided that maxfe��; �e��=(1��e��)g � � � 1=�� 1. Thereexists suh an � for any � � �2; for suh � we may take the value � = e��, say.Let Ft be the �-�eld generated by the �rst t steps of the oupled proess. Let Ŷ (t) =Y 0(t) � E[Y 0(t) j Ft�1℄ and let X̂(t) = Pti=1 Ŷ (t). The sequene X̂(0); X̂(1); : : : forms a13



martingale (see De�nition 4.11 of [20℄) sine E[X̂(t) j Ft�1℄ = X̂(t � 1). Furthermore,there is a positive onstant  suh that jX̂(t) � X̂(t � 1)j � . Thus, we an apply theHoe�ding-Azuma Inequality (see Theorem 4.16 of [20℄):Theorem 19 (Hoe�ding, Azuma) Let X0; X1; : : : be a martingale sequene suh that foreah k jXk �Xk�1j � k;where k may depend upon k. Then, for all t � 0 and any � > 0,Prob[jXt �X0j � �℄ � 2 exp � �22Ptk=1 2k! :In partiular, we an onlude thatProb[X̂t � ��t℄ � 2 exp � �2t22! :Our hoie of � above ensured that E[Y 0(t) j Ft�1℄ � 0. Hene Y 0(t) � Ŷ (t) andX 0(t) � X̂(t). We observed earlier that X(t) � X 0(t). Thus, X(t) � X̂(t) so we haveProb[Xt � ��t℄ � 2 exp � �2t22! :Sine 2 exp �� �2t22� onverges, we dedue thatProb[X(t) � �"t for all t � T ℄! 1 as T !1:Sine �Out(t) = X(t) + ��B(t) � X(t), for all t, we obtain the required onlusion. 2Finally, we an prove the main results of this setion.Theorem 20 Let P be an aknowledgement-based protool. Let � = �1 � 0:531 be the(unique) root of � = (1 + �)e�2�. Then1. P is transient for arrival rates greater than �1;2. P has apaity no greater than �1.Proof: Let � be the arrival rate, and suppose � > �1. If � > �0 � 0:567 then theresult follows from Lemma 15. Otherwise, we an assume that � < �2 � 0:659. If E isthe eager genie derived from P , then the orresponding Baklogs satisfy BaklogP (t) =BaklogE(t)+�Out(t). The results of Lemmas 17 and 18 show that, for some " > 0, bothProb[BaklogE(t) > 2"t for all t � T ℄ and Prob[�Out(t) � �"t for all t � T ℄ tend to 1 asT !1. The onlusion of the theorem follows. 214
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Appendix. Proof of Lemma 10Let j(r; p) = �h(r; p). We will show that for any r 2 [0; 1℄ and p 2 [0; 1℄, j(r; p) � �0:003.Case 1: r + p� rp � r � B=A and p � r:In this ase we haveg(r; p) = e��((1� r)p+ (1� p)r + (1� p)(1� r)�);j(r; p) = g(r; p)� �:Observe that j(r; p) = e�� 1Xi=0 1Xj=0 i;jpirj;where the oeÆients i;j are de�ned as follows.0;0 = �(1� e�)1;0 = 1� �0;1 = 1� �1;1 = �2 + �:Note that the only positive oeÆients are 1;0 and 0;1. Thus, if p 2 [p1; p2℄ and r 2 [r1; r2℄,then j(r; p) is at most U(p1; p2; r1; r2), whih we de�ne ase��(0;0 + 1;0p2 + 0;1r2 + 1;1p1r1):Now we need only hek that for all r1 2 (B=A � 0:01; 1) and p1 2 [r1; 1) suh that p1and r1 are multiples of 0:01, U(p1; p1 + 0:01; r1; r1 + 0:01) is at most �0:003. This is thease. (The highest value is U(0:45; 0:46; 0:45; 0:46) = �0:00366228.)Case 2: r + p� rp � r � B=A and p < r:Now we have g(r; p) = e��((1� r)p+ (1� p)r � r2=21� p=2 + (1� p)(1� r)�)j(r; p) = g(r; p)� �:Observe that (1� p=2)j(r; p) = e�� 2Xi=0 2Xj=0 i;jpirj;17



where the oeÆients i;j are de�ned as follows.0;0 = �(1� e�)1;0 = 1� 3�=2 + e��=20;1 = 1� �1;1 = �2 + 3�=22;0 = �1=2 + �=20;2 = �1=22;1 = 1=2� �=21;2 = 1=22;2 = 0:Note that the only positive oeÆients are 1;0, 0;1, 2;1 and 1;2. Thus, if p 2 [p1; p2℄ andr 2 [r1; r2℄, then j(r; p) is at most U(p1; p2; r1; r2), whih we de�ne as0;0 + 1;0p2 + 0;1r2 + 1;1p1r1 + 2;0p21 + 0;2r21 + 2;1p22r2 + 1;2p2r22+ 2;2p21r21divided by e�(1� p2=2).Now we need only hek that for all r1 2 (B=A� 0:005; 1) and p1 2 [0; r1℄ suh that p1and r1 are multiples of 0:005, U(p1; p1 + 0:005; r1; r1 + 0:005) is at most �0:003. This isthe ase. (The highest value is U(0:45; 0:455; 0:455; 0:46) = �0:00479648.)Case 3: r + p� rp � B=A � r and p � r:In this ase we haveg(r; p) = e��((1� r)p+ (1� p)r + (1� p)(1� r)�):j(r; p) = g(r; p)� �� (�Ar +B)e��(1� r)p:Observe that j(r; p) = e�� 2Xi=0 2Xj=0 i;jpirj;where the oeÆients i;j are de�ned as follows.0;0 = �(1� e�)1;0 = 1�B � �0;1 = 1� �1;1 = �2 + A+B + �18



2;0 = 00;2 = 02;1 = 01;2 = �A2;2 = 0:Note that the only positive oeÆients are 1;0 and 0;1. Thus, if p 2 [p1; p2℄ and r 2 [r1; r2℄,then j(r; p) is at most U(p1; p2; r1; r2), whih we de�ne ase��(0;0 + 1;0p2 + 0;1r2 + 1;1p1r1 + 2;0p21 + 0;2r21 + 2;1p21r1 + 1;2p1r21 + 2;2p21r21):Now we need only hek that for all p1 2 [0; 1) and r1 2 [0; p1℄ suh that p1 and r1 aremultiples of 0:01, U(p1; p1 + 0:01; r1; r1 + 0:01) is at most �0:003. This is the ase. (Thehighest value is U(0:44; 0:45; 0:44; 0:45) = �0:00700507.)Case 4: r + p� rp � B=A � r and p < r:Now we have g(r; p) = e��((1� r)p+ (1� p)r � r2=21� p=2 + (1� p)(1� r)�)j(r; p) = g(r; p)� �� (�Ar +B)e��(1� r)p:Observe that j(r; p) = e��(1=2)P2i=0P2j=0 i;jpirj1� p=2 ;where the oeÆients i;j are de�ned as follows.0;0 = 2�(1� e�)1;0 = 2� 2B � 3�+ �e�0;1 = 2� 2�1;1 = �4 + 2A+ 2B + 3�2;0 = �1 +B + �0;2 = �12;1 = 1� A� B � �1;2 = 1� 2A2;2 = A: 19



Note that the oeÆients are all negative exept 1;0, 0;1 and 2;2. Thus, if p 2 [p1; p2℄ andr 2 [r1; r2℄, then j(r; p) is at most U(p1; p2; r1; r2), whih we de�ne ase��(1=2)0;0 + 1;0p2 + 0;1r2 + 1;1p1r1 + 2;0p21 + 0;2r21 + 2;1p21r1 + 1;2p1r21 + 2;2p22r221� p2=2 :Now we need only hek that for all p1 2 [0; 1) and r1 2 [p1; 1) suh that p1 and r1 aremultiples of 0:01, U(p1; p1 + 0:01; r1; r1 + 0:01) is at most �0:003. This is the ase. (Thehighest value is U(0:44; 0:45; 0:44; 0:45) = �0:00337716.)Case 5: B=A � r + p� rp � r and p � r:In this ase we haveg(r; p) = e��((1� r)p+ (1� p)r + (1� p)(1� r)�):j(r; p) = g(r; p)� �+ (�A(r + p� rp) +B)(1� (1� r)(1� p)e��(1 + �))� (�Ar +B)e��(1� r)p:Observe that j(r; p) = e�� 2Xi=0 2Xj=0 i;jpirj;where the oeÆients i;j are de�ned as follows.0;0 = �B +Be� + �� B�� e��1;0 = 1 + A� Ae� � �+ A�+B�0;1 = 1 + A+B � Ae� � �+ A�+B�1;1 = �2� 2A+ Ae� + �� 3A�� B�2;0 = �A� A�0;2 = �A� A�2;1 = 2A+ 2A�1;2 = A+ 2A�2;2 = �A� A�:Note that the only positive oeÆients are 1;0, 0;1, 2;1 and 1;2. Thus, if p 2 [p1; p2℄ andr 2 [r1; r2℄, then j(r; p) is at most U(p1; p2; r1; r2), whih we de�ne ase�� �0;0 + 1;0p2 + 0;1r2 + 1;1p1r1 + 2;0p21 + 0;2r21 + 2;1p22r2 + 1;2p2r22 + 2;2p21r21� :Now we need only hek that for all p1 2 [0; 1) and r1 2 [0; p1℄ suh that p1 and r1 aremultiples of 0:01, U(p1; p1 + 0:01; r1; r1 + 0:01) is at most �0:003. This is the ase. (Thehighest value is U(0:19; 0:2; 0:19; 0:2) = �0:0073656.)20



Case 6: B=A � r + p� rp � r and p < r:Now we haveg(r; p) = e��((1� r)p+ (1� p)r � r2=21� p=2 + (1� p)(1� r)�)j(r; p) = g(r; p)� �+ (�A(r + p� rp) +B)(1� (1� r)(1� p)e��(1 + �))� (�Ar +B)e��(1� r)p:Observe that (1� p=2)j(r; p) = e�� 3Xi=0 2Xj=0 i;jpirj;where the oeÆients i;j are de�ned as follows.0;0 = �B +Be� + �� B�� e��1;0 = 1 + A +B=2� Ae� � Be�=2� 3�=2 + A�+ 3B�=2 + e��=20;1 = 1 + A +B � Ae� � �+ A�+B�1;1 = �2� 5A=2� B=2 + 3Ae�=2 + 3�=2� 7A�=2� 3B�=22;0 = �1=2� 3A=2 + Ae�=2 + �=2� 3A�=2�B�=20;2 = �1=2� A� A�2;1 = 1=2 + 3A� Ae�=2� �=2 + 7A�=2 +B�=21;2 = 1=2 + 3A=2 + 5A�=22;2 = �3A=2� 2A�3;0 = A=2 + A�=23;1 = �A� A�3;2 = A=2 + A�=2:Note that the only positive oeÆients are 1;0, 0;1, 2;1, 1;2, 3;0 and 3;2. Thus, if p 2[p1; p2℄ and r 2 [r1; r2℄, then j(r; p) is at most U(p1; p2; r1; r2), whih we de�ne as0;0 + 1;0p2 + 0;1r2 + 1;1p1r1 + 2;0p21 + 0;2r21 + 2;1p22r2 + 1;2p2r22+ 2;2p21r21 + 3;0p32 + 3;1p31r1 + 3;2p32r22divided by e�(1� p2=2).Now we need only hek that for all p1 2 [0; 1) and r1 2 [p1; 1) suh that p1 and r1 aremultiples of 0:005, U(p1; p1+0:005; r1; r1+0:005) is at most �0:003. This is the ase. (Thehighest value is U(0:01; 0:015; 0:3; 0:305) = �0:00383814.)
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